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The Illusion
by Julie Ann Smith

Julie Ann Smith loves color. Being a cartoonist at heart, she’s also a big fan of black 
and white. This odd-count peyote stitch bracelet is named after the illusion that the 
center section of the bracelet appears larger than either side, although it is really 
the same size.

 FINISHED SIZE:
6" (excluding clasp)

 MATERIALS:
Size 11 cylinder beads in 
15 colors
20mm Swarovski button
White Nymo (size D)

 TOOLS: 
Beading needle, size 10
Scissors

 TECHNIQUES
Peyote Stitch

Tip:
This bracelet has a central focal point with the same pattern on either side. For a 6-inch bracelet (without 
closure), start at the green section as shown in photo. For a 7-inch bracelet, complete graph as shown. 
To make a bracelet larger than 7 inches, add a chain link and hook to lengthen the bracelet. 
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 GETTING STARTED
Rows 1 and 2: Thread a stop bead on a comfortable 

length of thread (5-6'). String a stopper bead, leaving 
a 12" tail. String the first 23 beads, beginning and 
ending with a white bead as shown. Add a white bead 
to begin the second row: (25-35). Work from the bot-
tom of the pattern upward in odd-count peyote.

FINISHING TIPS
Decreasing Ends
To achieve the pointed ends, decrease by one bead on 
each side until you have achieved a triangle shape.

To add a button
Step 1: Exit through the second bead from the center 

bead at the end of the bracelet (A). String 7 
black beads (or however many needed) through 
the button shank. Exit through the second bead 
on the other side of the center bead (B). 

Step 2: Repeat the thread path to reinforce. Secure the 
tread and trim.  

To add the loop 
closure
Step 1: At the other end 

of the bracelet, 
from the second 
black bead from 
the end, string 33 
beads,  alternating 
black and white 

Julie Ann Smith
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beads beginning with 
a black bead or enough 
to make a loop that 
fits snugly over the 
button. Pull snug and 
pass back through the 
second black bead on 
the other end to form 
a loop. For the second 
row, work peyote stitch 
beginning and ending 

with white beads. For the third row, add two 
white beads for the first peyote stitch (as 
shown). Finish the row as normal.

Step 2: Pass through the beads several times to reinforce, 
secure the thread, and trim. R

RESOURCES: 

Check your local bead shop.

JULIE ANN SMITH has been a published artist 
for nearly 10 years. She designs for cross stitch, 
quilting, textiles, medical scrubs, greeting 
cards, coffee mugs, crochet and knitting 
patterns, jewelry, and more. Visit her website at 
www.angelamps.net.

Flat Peyote Stitch
One-drop peyote 
stitch begins by 
stringing an even 
number of beads 
to create the first 
two rows. Begin the third row by stringing 1 bead 
and passing through the second-to-last bead of 
the previous rows. String another bead and pass 
through the fourth-to-last bead of the previous 
rows. Continue adding 1 bead at a time, passing 
over every other bead of the previous rows.
Two-drop peyote 
stitch is worked 
the same as 
above, but with 
2 beads at a time 
instead of 1.


